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Summary

This is the fourth paper, in the Black Box Series, a series of papers examining the
black box practices, as such are known, germane to the copyright industries
generally and in this paper specific to musical and literary copyright chains of title
and royalty supply chain systems. Black Box 4 addresses the music publishing
sector of the copyright industries and inter alia the use of publishing company
deregistrations to ‘disappear’ royalty payment and reporting obligations, the jargon
used in ten sub-publishing agreements to define of ‘black box royalties’, the
formulas used to calculate black box royalties and the bank accounts used to collect
the black box royalties arising globally by Gallo Africa Limited Reg #
1926/008507/07 (“Gallo Africa) and its publishing proxies. Gallo Africa, (one of a
number of name changes) in its last incarnation “At Velocities Logistics (PTY) Ltd
was voluntarily liquidated and deregistered on 18 November 2021.
In short, what is the “black box” and what are “black box” royalties? The answer is
royalties generated by works and the interest arising from such royalties for which
the name of the royalty recipient (author and/or publisher) is at the time unknown,
often referred to as “undistributable royalties” or “unallocated” or “undocumented”.
Typically these are the royalties that sit in suspense accounts (for years) before
disappearing into the “”writeback to income” accounting line-item, which is often
opined by an egregious practice, for the true royalty recipient will never know. The
sad and unfortunate truth is that those who run suspense accounts and write back
income know full well the royalties do not belong to them. This has gone on
unchecked in the copyright industries for decades.
For those who may not be familiar with the term “black box” and its various,
depending one is talking to, guises, the term is also said to refer to a collective of
practices in the copyright industries where the outcome of implementing one or
more of the black practices is that parties who have a rightful legal share to receive
royalty income, never receive such royalties, most often not aware either of the
existence of any royalties. The converse follows that sees parties who have no
rightful legal share to royalties, receive the royalties, fully cognizant that the
royalties actually belong elsewhere.
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In the simplest of terms, if a royalty recipient can’t be located or identified, whether
alive or dead, royalties due to them will sooner or later fall into the black box which
is not a “dark pool of liquidity” as some scholars opine, but on close examination is
a raging torrent going one way driven relentlessly by the world’s insatiable
streaming appetite 24/7. Anything not tied firmly into a known royalty supply chain is
gone in an instant, rarely if ever seen again
The first paper in the Black Box Series addressed the definition and existence of the
black box in royalty supply chains occurring in the copyright spectrum generally and
the music industry specifically. Black Box 2 analysed CISAC member SAMRO’s
Board minutes, and the manner in which royalty income from works with
“insufficient documentation” was dealt with by the SAMRO, in the context of the
SAMRO’S rules. Black Box 3 addressed the role and definition of an ‘interested
party’ in a musical and/literary work, and the practices that result in royalty income
going into the black box, as opposed to the rightful owners
In this Black Box 4 the research methodology utilised was a mixed method including
a multiple case study followed by archival analysis, buttressed by a dose firstly of
action research and then by grounded theory in the mode of Glasser.
Starting with contextual background as regards Gallo Africa, its publishing proxies
or pseudonyms (collecting society jargon) and its business model until the early
nineties, Black Box 4 delves into Gallo Africa’s various black box practices over a
period of fifty years from, the early fifties to 2012, which can be distilled into a series
of machinations and financial trickery by some very clever people…some very bad
clever people.
Black Box 4 considers the ten agreements Gallo Africa and its publisher proxies
entered into with major publishers across the world, during the period 1990 to the
2012, a period it is noted which partly reflected what transpired during the apartheid
years and in the main addresses how such was dealt with in the post-apartheid
years after 1994. Nothing changed except that what was with certainty the
sanctions busting financial structure pre-1994, morphed into what some
researchers would opine as a modern day money laundering system using
copyrights and copyright royalty income as primary vehicles, nothing short of
organized crime.
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The agreements between the major publishers and Gallo Africa and its proxies
provide a rare insight into how copyright assets and income were and are dealt
with, at the highest level of business, highlighting inter alia one of the black box
practice, being the purposeful separation of the addresses for royalty statements
from the addresses (or bank accounts) for royalty payments, and another the
purposeful deregistration of companies with copyright assets.
One purpose of this paper is to further shed light on the abuse copyright is
subjected to, by black box practices, by clever people, not of the good kind but of
the bad kind, very bad clever people, with a view to seeing such black box practices
understood, exposed and ceased.
A further purpose is to detail exactly how copyright can and has been a participant
in nefarious and unlawful activities, some would go as far as opine organized crime
using Gallo Africa’s apartheid sanctions busting ably assisted by copyright free pre1994 global income, this was the order of the day at Gallo Africa.
The challenge to implementing any intervention as regards the black box practices,
from a state oversight point of view, is that copyright remains subject to inaccessible
private contracts which see work authorship and ownership information held in
private databases as confidential (a ruse that has no basis in law it can be argued),
inaccessible to the state or any independent oversight. This is not a South African
thing so to speak its global. Whilst the state has oversight, control and the archive
of record with respect to patents, trademarks, designs and geographical
indicators/domains of origin, the Company register and the deeds office (for
immovable property) it has no such with respect to movable property such as
copyrights.
A second challenge is that with deregistered entities, bereft of legal nature and
character have the commonality of not being able to sue or be sued.
Against this backdrop and contextually, the black box practices examined in this
Black Box 4 maintain and sustain, unhindered and unconcerned that anyone will
wake up and unmindful of the risks of complacency.
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Research Methodology
The researcher combined and implemented four research methodologies:
1. Multiple case study
Gallo Africa had agreements directly and indirectly with ten 3rd party publishers
in ten different territories. Each agreement had to be examined singularly and
contextually in relation to the other publishers. Gallo Africa owned 25 other
publishing companies, all of which had to be investigated thoroughly
2. Archival analysis
All the data analysed was archival, meaning that such could not be manipulated
or changed in anyway, frozen in time and had to be taken empirically as is. The
agreement data covered a period of twenty two years and the publishing claims
on the catalogue were fragmented in at least 16 CISAC member collecting
society databases which at one time the researcher as able to source directly
from CIS-Net, the global repertoire database owned by CISAC.
3. Action research
To locate the agreements, and staying within the confines of admissible
evidence, the researcher was required to roll up the sleeves so to speak and
spend two weeks in in the files at Gallo Africa in 2012, and with respect to CISNet and the 16 CISAC member databases, extensive time as each had to be
accessed independently. With respect to verification of the juristic status of 26
publishing entities, the researcher had to again roll up the sleeves, and conduct
the verification entity by entity.
4. Grounded theory
The outcome from implementing the first three research methodologies was a lot
of data and in order to determine what kind theoretical hypothesis the data
would indicate and confirm, if any, the Glaser approach to grounded theory was
deployed. The data contained in the ten agreements directed the researcher to
consider three specific angles each producing unassailable results, each
common to all ten agreements, that had to be considered, as follows:-
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1. The licensor/owner party
2. The licensee/sub-publisher party
3. The contents of the description of the relationship between the two parties
Each of the agreements are viewed in more detail in annexure attached hereto
and marked Annexure “A” along the following lines:
1. Parties.
2 Dates.
3 Amendment Dates.
4 Amendment between;
5 Reference to earlier agreements.
6 Catalogue.
7 Territory.
8 Accounted to.
9 Payments to.
10 Account No.
11 Notices to.
12 Special Accounting Clauses.
13 Governing law.
14 Black Box clauses.
The results of this qualitative analysis, done on a comparative basis between the
different publishers with the results when counted variously providing the basis
for quantitative results.
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Background

In previous Black Box papers attempts has been made to define ‘black box’
however as time has progressed diligence and circumstance has introduced new
evidence and shed new light on the practices that underpin the black box.
1994 and the arrival of transformation, the end of apartheid’s hegemony and
change in South Africa must have caused Gallo Africa and its proxy publishers a big
headache, given the way that it and its proxies had behaved during apartheid, a
style of doing business that since 1994 its very existence would be unconscionable
and likely suffer challenges from the law.
The situation that existed from 1926 until the early nineties at Gallo Africa is best
described by a 2000 Gallo Music Publisher’s executive response to a query
(regarding Gallo’s right to stipulate royalty rates on nine Gallo Africa archive sound
recordings)

Gallo Africa’s business model during pre-apartheid was to exploit the full buyout of
sound recordings and any musical/literary works embedded thereon, and never pay
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royalties or alternatively pay as few royalties as possible, and typically these were to
only the stars of the day.

The mechanism and language to achieve a Gallo Africa buyout was in 1957 as
follows, attached hereto and marked Annexure “B”:

This document worked for Gallo Africa until 1965 (forty years after its founding)
when a change in the copyright law in South Africa removed the right of an author of
a sound recording to claim ownership of the words and music embedded on the
sound recording, which had been the case prior.
Undeterred though, Gallo Africa continued post 1965 continued to do exactly as the
Gallo Music Publisher executive confirmed, to proceed in a manner where it had the
“unilateral right and legal right to right to release them without payment of payment
of any artist royalties whatsoever” until the early 1990’s.
As 1994 and change bore down on Gallo Africa and its proxies, and as it became
clear that the buy-out business model of the past would not be sustainable or
© Graeme Douglas Gilfillan 2022 All Rights Reserved
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acceptable in a post-apartheid South Africa, Gallo Africa and its publishing proxies
in an uncommon and out-of-character move suddenly decided to pay royalties on its
archival recordings. Whilst Gallo Africa and its proxies’ perception of this move was
that “Most artists were ecstatic with this development and Gallo was warmly praised
for its initiative” it can be opined that if one has never received a crumb of the cake,
then receiving a crumb will be a grand day. Further as the contents of this paper are
traversed others may take a more cynical view, that the move was begrudging and
insincere, more the impending outcome of the end of apartheid and what that might
bring, than anything else.
The publishing agreements examined in Black Box 4 arose from an audit of Gallo
Music Publishers (PTY) Ltd during 2012. The audit was conducted on behalf of
Miriam Makeba’s ZM Makeba Trust and its wholly owned Siyandisa Music (PTY)
Ltd and was pursuant to contractual provisions with Gallo Africa allowing for an
audit. Gallo Music Publishers had administered Ms Makeba’s song catalogue
published by her Makeba Music Corp/Company, the ZM Makeba Trust and
Siyandisa Music (PTY).
Publishers and administrators of musical and literary copyrights, so-called
publishing rights, such as Gallo Music Publishers, generally have the contractual
right to act as what in jargon is called “the selling party”, the party who has the right
to license and collect royalty income collecting:



100% of the reproduction right income – so called mechanical rights, the
composer/authors share of which will then be paid on to the publisher being
administered or the author as the case may be; and



50% of the performing right income (the balance being paid directly collecting
societies to authors and composers)

Incumbent on Gallo Music Publishers, as the administrator, was the licensing and
collection of reproduction (mechanical) rights and royalty income arising on a global
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basis and after deducting Gallo Music Publishers’ share(s) distributing the
contractual share of collections to Ms Makeba’s entities.
Equally incumbent on Gallo Music Publishers, as the administrator was the
collection of the publishers 50% share of performing right royalty income from
collection societies, on a global basis and distributing a share of same to Makeba’s
entities after deducting Gallo Music Publishers’ share(s).
Gallo Music Publishers, registered in 1970, it must be kept in mind at the time was a
primary (of many) publishers (proxies or pseudonyms owned by Gallo Africa, some
going back to fifties, never mind itself from 1926. This is addressed later in this
paper.
The following agreements were located during the 2012 audit:
1. Gallo Music Publishers (“Licensor”) and Windswept Pacific (Agent).
2. Gallo Music Publishers (A Division of Gallo (Africa) Ltd) (“Licensor”) and 2P’sW
Music (Publisher).
3. Gallo Africa Ltd (trading as Gallo Music Publishers) (“Gallo”) (representing by
Shisa International) and Edition Intro Gebr. Meisel GMBH (Publisher).
4. Blue Chip Music BV (“Licensor”) and Clipper’s Ediciones Musicales S.L
(Publisher).
5. Gallo Music Publishers (a division of Johnnic Entertainment Limited) (“Owner”)
and Windswept Holdings LLC (Publisher).
6. Gallo (Africa) Limited trading as Gallo Music Publishers (Owner and Affiliate
(Owner) and Warner/Chappell Music Publishing Limited (the Publisher).
7. Blue Chip Music Co B.V (A Division of Gallo (Africa) Limited c/o Gallo Music
Publishers (“Owner”) and Edition Intro Gebr. Meisel GMBH (Publisher).
8. Gallo Music Publishers (A Division of Gallo Africa Ltd) (“Licensor”) and Hebbes
Music Group (Publisher).
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9. Blue Chip Music BV (“Licensor”) and Life Edizioni Musicali SRL (A Division of G.
Ricordi and C. SPA) Café Concerto SRL Edizioni Musicali.
10. Blue Chip Music B.V. (“Licensor”) and Fujipacific Music Inc.

As noted earlier the data contained in the ten agreements directed the researcher to
consider three specific angles that had to be considered, as follows:1. The licensor/owner party
2. The licensee/sub-publisher party
3. The contents of the description of the relationship between the two parties

In the first instance of the licensor/owner party:


Blue Chip Music B.V and Gallo Music Publishers were at all material times
divisions of Gallo Africa, as in were owned by Gallo Africa, the former domiciled
in Holland and the latter in Johannesburg South Africa. In collection society
parlance, Blue Chip Music B.V and Gallo Music Publishing were pseudonyms of
the patronym Gallo (Africa) Ltd.



They weren’t the only pseudonyms for Gallo Africa, there were six other
publishers, each a collecting society member – see below and each with an IP
Name number (sometimes call an IPI number or Interested Party Index number)
which replaced as an identifier the old CAE number (Composer Author Editeur).
Without this number allocated upon collection society membership, a publisher
cannot collect collection society royalty income.
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In fact Gallo Africa had a veritable fleet of publishers using other patronyms
such as Mavuthela Music Company (PTY) Ltd and Gallo GRC Publishing (PTY)
Ltd going back to the 1950’s – see below, each patronym hosting a mini-fleet of
pseudonym publishers, all owned by Gallo Africa. Of the Gallo Africa
pseudonym publishers, every single one including Gallo Africa has been
deregistered.



One pseudonym Gallo Music Publishers was restored to business on 14 March
2022, three years and seven months after its deregistration in 2018. Thing is, a
red flag for sure, Gallo Music Publishers does not appear on SAMRO’s 2021
membership list nor its 2015 membership list, yet it features in the global and
SAMRO databases, in 2022 with the IP number 00036589355 as a SAMRO
member. Things get stranger when it turns that Gallo Music Publishers was (and
likely still is if not a SAMRO member) a SACEM/SDRM (France) using the same
IP number 00036589355.



Another Gallo Africa patronym publisher Mavuthela Music Company (PTY) Ltd,
long deregistered has 6 pseudonym publishers. Of the Mavuthela Music
Company (PTY) Ltd publisher pseudonyms below, every single one has been
deregistered, some so long ago no reference can be found at the CIPC
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companies database. Three, AMP, BMP and MMC were never ever companies
– just abbreviations of African Music Publishers, Black Music Publishers and
Mavuthela Music Company respectively. FGB Music, if ever registered was a
concoction of F(ine) G(allo) B(opape) and represented the fruits of a private
agreement between 2 Gallo Africa executives, David Fine and Peter Gallo, and
the leading talent scout of the day, Rupert Bopape, also a composer/author
himself.
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A third Gallo Africa patronym was Gallo GRC Publishing (PTY) Ltd – See below



Gallo GRC Publishing (PTY) Ltd had two pseudonym publishers, April Music
Company (PTY) Ltd and GRPC Music Company. All three don’t exist as juristic
parties, proprietary limited companies as two of their respective names suggest
and according to CIPC, never have, yet replete with an IP name, an IP name
number and a society of membership, the three, in 2022, exist as publishers with
shares in songs and royalty attribution rights pursuant.



A fourth group of Gallo Africa owned publishers, were grouped as follows
1. Clan Music Publishing Co (PTY) Ltd
2. Laetrec Music
3. Gold Music Co (ZA)



As may be surmised, all do not exist at CIPC though may once have and do not
even show up as deregistered at CIPC, yet again replete with an IP name, an IP
name number and a society of membership, each of the three, in 2022, exist as
publishers with shares in songs and royalty attribution rights pursuant.



In a sense, the 21 publishing entities listed above, many from the late fifties and
the sixties were the frontline brigade of fleets of pseudonym publishers that were
to form the base line of a sophisticated premediated plan by the very bad clever
people, to defraud the South African state on an ongoing basis and the fact that
Southern African authors and composers got shafted in the process, well history
confirms that that was by the by.
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What followed was the careful and purposeful seeding of Gallo Africa owned
publishers as members of five other CISAC member performing rights societies
as follows:1. In the USA at BMI:
a. Laetrec Inc
b. Gallo Music
2. In Spain at SGAE
a. Gallo Music Library Espayola
b. Gallo Mood Music
3. In France
a. Gallo Music Publishers
b. Gallo Africa
4. In Holland
a. Blue Chip Music BV
5. In Switzerland
a. Intro Gallo



For reproduction (mechanical) right, Gallo Africa made use of one BIEM
(CISAC) member society as follows:1. In the UK at MCPS
a. Gallo Africa



The collecting society memberships taken outside South Africa/SAMRO, please
see Annexure “C”, served another five-fold purpose being:
1. To enter into agreements concerning the exploitation of Gallo Africa
repertoire across the world sans any formal relationship with any South
African entity being involved.
2. To hide the fleet of deregistered entities that were still trading, owning
copyright assets and royalty attributions.
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3. Gallo Africa and its publisher pseudonyms were able to collect at source
directly the performing and the mechanical right royalty income from each
collecting society it had membership at – outside South Africa – free and
clear of any obligation to report or account for the royalty income…to
anyone.
4. Gallo Africa was free to engage/manipulate agreements with other subpublishers and licensees, for the exploitation of the catalogues of itself and
the 25 other patronym and pseudonym publishers it controlled, on a strictly
territorial basis outside South Africa. This it implemented with ten other subpublishers, the agreements with whom are the focus of this paper.
5. Gallo Africa was free to engage in currency manipulations, the like of euro
income being taken as rand income (as in the currency was changed not the
amount) in South Africa, for which there is evidence. As to exchange rates
and interest on royalty account manipulation, this remains as a subject of
further scholarly investigation as such is not addressed in detail in Black Box
4.


As noted above Gallo Africa, including itself, owned and controlled 26
publishers, fragmented with each with a portion of Gallo Africa’s repertoire and
looked as a landscape as follows:

#

Entity

Country

CMO Membership

Member

CMO

Juristic

for performing

type

Membership

Status

rights/mechanical

#

rights
1

2

Gallo Music

Intro Gallo

USA-

BMI-

France

SACEM/SDRM

Switzerland

SUISA/SUISA

Switzerland
3

Gallo Music

Publisher

00011199020

None

Sub-

00190118490

None

00269754611

None

Publisher
Spain

Library
Espayola
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4

Gallo Mood

Spain

NS/NS

Publisher

00260820586

None

Music
5

Blue Chip BV

Holland

SAMRO/NS

Publisher

00255873632

None

6

Gallo (Africa)

South

SAMRO-

Publisher

00021865593

Deregistered

Ltd

Africa-

SACEM/MCPS-

France

SDRM

Gallo Music

South

SACEM/MCPS-

Publisher

00036589355

Deregistered

Publishers

Africa-

SDRM

7

in 2018 –
restored in

France

2022
8

Carstens-De-

South

Waal Music

Africa-UK

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00212199687

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00237568736

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00040364120

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00085248850

Deregistered

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00224991260

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00058506076

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00059228365

Deregistered

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00065021704

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00065021900

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00058505961

None

(PTY) Ltd
9

10

Gallo Music

South

International

Africa-UK

MPA Music

South

Publ Co

Africa-UK

(Africa)
11

Music

South

Publishing

Africa-UK

Company of
Africa (PTY)
Ltd
12

13

14

Shisa

South

International

Africa-UK

Black Music

South

Publishers

Africa-UK

Mavuthela

South

Music Co

Africa-UK

(PTY) Ltd
15

AMP

South
Africa-UK

16

BMP

South
Africa-UK

17

FGB Music

South
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Africa-UK
18

MMC

South

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00059228463

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00058993617

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00001155447

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00212192607

None

SAMRO-MCPS

Publisher

00212192803

None

Africa-UK
19

MMC

South

Mavuthela

Africa-UK

Music Co PTY
Ltd
21

Gallo GRC

South

Publishing

Africa-UK

(PTY) Ltd
22

April Music

South

Publishing

Africa-UK

Company
(PTY) Ltd
23

24

GRPC Music

South

Company

Africa-UK

Clan Music

South Africa

SAMRO

Publisher

00041100356

Deregistered

South Africa

SAMRO

Publisher

00017039111

Deregistered

South Africa

SAMRO

Publisher

Publishing Co
(PTY) Ltd
25

Laetrec Music
LTD

26

Gold Music Co

None

(ZA)



Please see the global map attached hereto and marked Annexure “C”.



The above list does not reveal all the truths, two of which are as follows:
o Gallo Music Publishers is not a SAMRO member in fact, and certainly has
not appeared SAMRO membership lists since 2015, likely for a lot longer,
contradicting SACEM statements, which includes SACEM/SDRM for
performing and reproduction (mechanical rights) respectively.
o Of the above 26 publishers all under the control of one them Gallo Africa,
six (all deregistered) remain SAMRO full members, notwithstanding that
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as non-juristic parties they do not comply with SAMRO’s rules, nor the
law.





Clan Music Publishing Co (PTY) Ltd.



Gallo (Africa) Ltd



Gallo GRC Publishing (PTY) Ltd



Laetrec Music Ltd



Mavuthela Music Co (PTY) Ltd



Gold Music Co (ZA)

The reader might on a reasonable basis wonder how this is all possible, that
non-entities can masquerade year in year out without hindrance as juristic
parties, own songs and shares in songs and receive royalty attributions and be
non-compliant with collecting society rules and regulations.



The “how does this happen” answer is that deregistered entities do not exist in
law and are not supposed to trade thus such have no reporting or accountability
expectations or requirements or obligations because such don’t in law exist. But,
aided and abetted by the entire CISAC member collecting society system
globally and in particular in South Africa, a complicit SAMRO who provide the
veil, impenetrable to either the state, morals or ethics, as well as the fact that the
realms of copyright are private, income flowing to deregistered entities is in
effect “free money”. This aiding and abetting is the subject of a separate paper.

In the second instance of the licensee/sub-publisher party:
Gallo Africa was free to engage/manipulate agreements with other sub-publishers
and licensees, for the exploitation of the catalogues of itself and the 25 other
patronym and pseudonym publishers it controlled, on a strictly territorial basis
outside South Africa. This it implemented with ten other licensees/sub-publishers,
the agreements with whom are the focus of this paper


In respect of having SAMRO member publishers to appear as members of
another society member, Gallo Africa made use of the then unwritten rule (now
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clause 29.4 in the SAMRO MOI) practiced by all CISAC member societies that a
member can split their memberships into two – one membership at a society for
its territory only and one for the rest of the world in any other territory. In this way
and always with SAMROs approval, the publisher memberships were split and
moved offshore.


To keep everything neat so to speak one might opine, the very bad clever
people decided as the examination of the agreements confirms, to separate
statement reporting from banking of royalty receipts and to centralize centralise
its offshore collections at one its pseudonym publishers, Blue Chip Music B.V.
c/o the Rotterdam address of its Dutch secretarial service, Integro, replete with
multiple currency accounts at ABN AMRO Bank.



In should be kept in mind that Gallo Africa had one single catalogue of songs, a
very large catalogue it must said, built since 1926 which it decided to manage
using the structure described above, farming catalogues into 26 undisclosed
trading names internally and 10 third parties externally. The idea it appears was
to create an impenetrable and unassailable source of permanently recurring
revenue – the reference to permanently is a reference to the manner in which
the music publishing and collection societies deal with the public domain, that
sees sustained exploitation of public domain works as works in copyright long
after such have entered the public domain, along with other unlawful
shenanigans. This is a story unto itself that is not addressed in this paper.



This background section of Black Box 4 is intended to give the reader clarity as
regards landscape and context at the source of the ten agreements that are the
subject of this paper, Gallo Africa. What will be noted is that before arriving at
the black box definitions and formulas used in the ten agreements, the source of
the ten agreements, Gallo Africa, had already been running a purposeful black
box scheme using deregistered companies to a achieve the same outcome that
is the hall mark of the black box – parties that have no right receive monies are
paid, and those who are due royalty income do not receive, and do not know of
its existence.
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The ten agreements collectively were the last leg of the chain of title of Gallo
Africa’s repertoire (which starts with the authors/composers) meaning that from
that point on, the sub-publishers/licensees in their respective concluded all
reproduction (mechanical) licenses and collected the monies from customers
and collecting societies, making them the first leg of the royalty supply chain
(which should end up at the author/composer).



The sub-publisher/licensee parties to the ten sub-publishing agreements were
(many still are) all reputable and in some cases major publishers that mostly
assisted the perception projected that everything was above board and in a way
beyond reproach when in fact such was not.





The parties included:
#

Sub-publisher

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Windswept Pacific
2P’sW Music
Edition Intro Gebr. Meisel GMBH
Clipper’s Ediciones Musicales S.L
Windswept Holdings LLC
Warner/Chappell Music Publishing Limited
Warner Chappell Music France
Hebbes Music Group
Café Concerto SRL Edizioni Musicali
Fujipacific Music Inc

Added to two other parties whose agreements were not analysed, see below,
Gallo Africa literally had from a territorial perspective and from a demand for
African music perspective, almost the “world covered” so to speak



o Mars (formerly Gazzell)

Nordic Countries

o Fermata do Brazil

Brazil

Please see the global map attached hereto and marked Annexure “D”.
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Black Box 4 – the workings – the contents of the relationship between the
parties
Above, two of the 3 aspects emergent from the data were analysed, the parties on
each ends of the agreements making use of the black box, one the one hand the
use of deregistered and non-existent entities generate unaccountable recurring
royalty income and on the other hand, the parties on the other end to the ten
agreements .
Simply deregister a company with copyright assets and royalty attributions, having
first sold transferred the assets or not as the case may be – both work, confirming
to SARS and CIPC that such are non-trading entities and then slink into the
penumbra of the private copyright databases, future income assured, obligations
obliterated.
Every unregistered entity and trading name used across the copyright industries
has a file folder which directs the owner of the database, be it publisher, record
company or collecting society, whom to pay, no questions asked.
The workings of the black box as such pertains to Black Box 4 are inter alia the
direction of international Gallo Africa royalty income, that is the recurring royalty
income from what is now 180 other countries (thanks to the internet and
streaming/download platforms) off-shore to bank accounts not subject directly to
South African law except when such are undisclosed if the owners were indeed
South Africa citizens, permanent residents or domiciles, not that the owners had
any concern, even if that was the case.
The workings saw Gallo Africa making extensive long term use of a company it
owned in Holland, called Blue Chip Music BV, a pseudonym (of the patronym Gallo
Africa) publisher collecting society member which it also designated as a as the
central point for its offshore royalty income collections, sanctions busting at the
relevant time.
Of the ten agreements:


the Owner/Licensor of Gallo Africa’s entire repertoire on a territorial basis was
designated as follows:
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o Blue Chip Music BV in 40% of the agreements
o Gallo Africa Ltd in 20% of the agreements
o Gallo Music Publishers in 40% of the agreements


The bank account owner that the agreements directed the payment of royalties
to, was designated as follows:
o Blue Chip Music BV in 60% of the agreements
o Gallo Music Publishers in 30% of the agreements
o Not disclosed in 10% of the agreements



Where Blue Chip B.V. c/o Integro Herengracht 551 1017 BW Amsterdam
Netherlands was the recipient of the nominated royalty income, the
following bank accounts (all at ABN AMRO bank) were nominated in the
agreements respectively as follows:o US Dollar account number 43.16.62.487 at ABN Amro Bank, NV Main
Branch, Rembrandtplein 47 1017 CT , Amsterdam The Netherlands
o Account number 540348120 at ABN Bank P/A Herengracht 436 1017
BZ Amsterdam Netherlands
o Italian Lira (changed to Euro) account number 43.16.68.213 at ABN
AMRO BANK NV Main Branch Rembrandtplein 47 1017 CT
Amsterdam The Netherlands.
o Japanese Yen account 43.16.68.922 at account number



Please see the global map attached hereto and marked Annexure “E”



60% of the agreements had black box clauses which made use of the same
definition and formula for calculating black box royalties as below. An example
of two of the ten sub-publisher agreements is attached hereto as Annexure “F”
and Annexure “G”.
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Definition of black box royalties

Calculation of black box royalties
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The provision regarding where statements should be sent to was as follows:o Blue Chip Music BV in 40% of the agreements.
o Gallo Music Publishers in 60% of the agreements



With respect to 30% of the agreements, the payee was allegedly amended on
13 November 2001 by a directive from Gallo Music Publishers saying as below.
What the language of the directive informs the reader that money from Café
Concerto in Italy was previously channelled through Blue Chip Music BV and it
was only because of a new Double Taxation agreements (and no other
reason…as in South African law requiring disclosure for instance…. Or to cease
a sanctions busting practice)

o The agreements allegedly amended were


Café Concerto

Italy



Editions Into Meisel

Germany, Austria & Switzerland



Clippers

Spain
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o There is reason to disregard these three directives as props, devoid of
truth, as Blue Chip Music BV was still being reported to by Café Concerto
as of 28 February 2011 as the statement attached hereto as Annexure
“H” attests, hence the use of “allegedly” above.
The statement upon scrutiny is revealing:


Other than one artist individual artists are reported on, only
publishers.



Blue Chip Music BV to be collecting on the publishers behalf would
have been done on the basis of an administration or subpublishing agreement.



Unquestionably such administration or sub-publishing agreement
would have seen to at least a 50:50 share of the performing right
income, which as can be seen was not accounted or shared with
the original publishers but pocketed by Blue Chip Music BV in
Holland unless Gallo Africa owned and controlled all the publishers
which factually it didn’t.



Of the 21 publishers listed on the statement, none are juristic
parties, even if some time back in the day they might have been
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#

Publisher
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Gallo Music
MPA
Ghelakis Publishing*
Melodi Music
Gold Music
Heads Music
Dephon Music
Mavuthela Music Co
Tela Music
Clan Music Publishing
Gallo GRC Music
Bantu Music Publishing
Laetrec Music
Gallo Africa Limited
African Music Publishing
Chicco Music*
GRPC Publishing Co
Ghelakis Music*
Umkhenke Music
Xitanda Music
Kabelo Songs*

Juristic party Status
None
None
Deregistered
None
None
None
None
Deregistered
None
Deregistered
None
None
Deregistered
Deregistered
None
Deregistered
None
None
None
None
None

* Not Gallo Africa entities



What the above confirms is that the publishers, from an industry
sector point of view, along with and alike the collecting societies
maintain and operate exactly the same practice of using entities
that have been deregistered or never been registered at all are to
hold shares in works and royalty attributions, as the statement at
Annexure “H” confirms. In this case its Blue Chip Music BV acting
as a sub-publisher for entities that don’t exist, just another layer,
no different.



“Unallocated fees” as detailed in the statement as per Annexure
“H” is another name for the black box income, royalties allegedly
with no name, arrived at according to the formula detailed above,
which went straight to Blue Chip Music BV in Holland
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Sub-Publishers/

Statements sent

Territory

to

Royalties paid to

Advances

Black Box

received

clauses
and
shares

Windswept Pacific

GMP

South

Blue Chip Music

- UK & Ireland

Africa

Warner Chappell

GMP

France

Africa

Hebbes Music

GMP

Australia

Africa

Africa

Fuji Pacific Japan

Blue Chip Music

Blue Chip Music

BV Holland

BV Holland

Clippers Edic.

Blue Chip Music

Blue Chip Music

Spain/Portugal

BV South Africa

BV Holland

Café Concerto

Blue Chip Music

Blue Chip Music

Italy

BV Holland

BV Holland

Windswept

Blue Chip Music

Blue Chip Music

Holdings

BV Holland

BV Holland

Edition Intro Gebr.

1) GMP

Blue Chip Music

Meisel GMBH

South Africa

BV Holland

Germany, Austria

2) Blue Chip

& Switzerland

Music BV Holland

No

No

BV Holland
South

Not disclosed

Yes

Yes

South

GMP

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

South

USA/Canada

Blue Chip Music
BV Holland

2 P’S W Holland,

GMP

South

GMP

South

Belgium &

Africa

Africa

Warner/Chappell

Gallo Africa –

GMP – South

UK & Ireland

South Africa

Africa

Luxembourg



The pen markings on the statements according to Gallo Music
Publishers executive at the time, reflected Gallo Music Publishers
annotations as to the ledger number of each and what was entered
the mechanical rights/fees only – the total being R808.23, which
likely the amount that Gallo Music Publishers would seek from
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Blue Chip Music BV, the balance remaining at Blue Chip Music BV
in Holland, unreported and undisclosed in South Africa.


Noticeable is the fact that Café Concerto did not report to Blue
Chip Music BV in the ZAR currency, but the Euro, the currency
entered in to the ledger was clearly noted in rands, meaning those
to be accounted on to were reported in the (wrong) amount, for the
(correct) euro royalty amount due, converted from euros to rands
would have been much higher.



The above point brings another wild card that most certainly, given
the corporate culture prevailing and in evidence, that being the
potential for currency manipulation and abuse, perfected over
decades by Gallo Africa across the world, given the multiple
currencies involved to collect royalties. This potential has not been
further, beyond observation, examined and remains a fertile terrain
for further scholarly research.

5.

Findings
The application of the methodologies brought to the fore a large amount of evidence
in the form of data. Glaser’s ground theory approach proposed grinding the data
and to see what theory in the forms of categories, patterns, inconsistencies might
emerge from the data subjected to the grind. With archival analysis it is an
evidentiary approach, data grinded is the evidence collected. What emerged from
data are the following findings which are not exhaustive:


The history of the royalty obligations of Gallo Africa and its proxies, not just in
the publishing sector but also in the sound recording sector during the period
1926 to the early nineties, was that Gallo Africa and its proxies had no royalties
to pay (what might have been paid was negligible), as all the agreements were
done on a full buy-out basis, royalty free, in part courtesy of the pre- and postapartheid South Africa, in part due to the curse of the English language at the
time (a second language to the majority of Gallo Africa’s catalogue) and in part
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due to the cruel some would say provisions in the copyright laws prevailing in
South Africa during the period.


In the same way Gallo Africa had perfected the art of skinning the apartheid
state, Gallo Africa had again perfected the art of skinning the post-apartheid
post 1994 state using the network, the parties and the offshore bank accounts
detailed in this paper, a practice which still continues in 2022, notwithstanding
statutory and regulatory provisions in South African law mitigating against and in
some instances prohibiting such practices.



The black box practices used by Gallo Africa, initiated and seeded on a global
basis more than seventy years ago, cannot be seen in a singular manner in
terms of impact. Beyond the financial, civil and criminal implications of the black
box practices, there are also the human and social implications, sustained and
maintained over many generations. With so many identifiable arties and authors
and local independent publishers having been denuded and denied their
respective rightful royalty income, the human cost has been a tragedy.



Numerous state agencies, including SARS are and have been negatively
impacted when
o Copyrights (a form of capital) are and have been transferred outside the
South African borders, without any formality or notice to the statutory
authority, ensuring that global income arising from the copyrights is never
reported, accounted to, paid to or disclosed to the requisite authorities in
South Africa.
o Deregistered entities, devoid of legal character, but holding undeclared
copyright assets continue to trade post deregistration.
o Royalty income that should be remitted to South Africa to South African
citizens and entities is remitted elsewhere, undisclosed, denuding the
fiscus and rightful royalty recipients.
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The structure described in this Black Box 4, both historical and current would
never be or have been possible were it not for:
o The wilful participation of the flock of professionals in the form executives
employed including from the accounting, audit, banking and legal
services utilised at Gallo Africa and its publishing proxies and the
abscondment from Kings IV, as well as previous versions by directors at
Gallo Africa and its publishing proxies.
o The wilful participation of collecting societies, their rules and their data, all
being manipulable and the abscondment from Kings IV, as well as
previous versions by directors at SAMRO and its global CISAC member
affiliates.
o The wilful participation of the major multinational publishers and their
independent counterpart publishers, all of whom co-publish works from
Gallo Africa and its publishing proxies. .
o The wilful participation of the respective trade associations at the time.
o The lack of state access to industry and collection society databases and
the authorship and ownership data contained therein.
o The lack of state oversight from the following:


CIPC – the number of deregistered companies trading



Reserve Bank - Exchange Control Regulations



JSE – Gallo Africa was at more than one material time during the
last 20 years owned by listed companies, the last two being Tiso
Blackstar Group SE and Times Media Group Ltd



SARS.

o Unfit for purpose legislation


Copyright Act 98 of 1978
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Companies Act 71 of 2008.

o Unfit for purpose skills sets at the all the relevant entities in both the chain
of title as well as the royalty supply chain.
o Unfit for purpose skill sets in the legal profession, it being given that
asking an “LL” B or M to deal with copyright law is akin to asking an GP to
deal with orthopaedic surgery. Like patent law, copyright law is a singular
law that requires specialisation and qualification in the that law, as
opposed to the busking that goes under the moniker of ”IP Law” presently


The copyright industries in South Africa, both local and multi-national, should
consider that their collective behaviour be considered for reparations in
particular in respect of the authors, artists, producers and local licensors for the
decades of deliberate and premeditated financial prejudice that they have been
responsible for.



Full scale proper state investigation and intervention is long overdue this is one
that should not go the way of other apartheid behaviours.

6.

Legal basis
The researcher would be remiss not to mention that the corporate behaviours in
detailed in this Black Box 4 paper run directly into conflict with several statutes,
aside from common law, none of which are ‘light’ in terms of law.
It is not that those entities and professionals involved over the last 10 years are
ignorant of the archaic business model problems, not at all, especially those in law
and accounting. They know and have known all along that the business model
would soon or later be exposed creating all manner of problems for the entities and
all involved.
The legal basis to be considered first, at the very least and not exhaustive, arguably
stand on the shoulders of:
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1. Exchange Control Act 37 of 1997.
2. Companies Act 71 of 1997.
3. Income Tax Act 58 of 1962.
4. Prevention of Organised Crime Act 121 of 1998.
5. Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act 12 of 2004.
A reader should not be surprised that the Copyright Act 98 of 1978 (as amended) is
not the first legal basis to consider. Without delving into detail such as relegated to
second tier so to speak. The current amendment bills should not give a reader any
comfort either for such are the disastrous result type that is the outcome of a toxic
attempt by policy and culture to trump law.
From the legal basis flows cause of action and the behaviours described herein
offer numerous actions it can be argued which are offences under the cause of
action.
At this point there is little further to add in this short section, its purpose and
inclusion being specific:



That those entities and professionals who populate Gall Africa and its
successors are fully cognisant of where present and historical implications fall in
law.



That those state entities whose turf the copyright industries occupy have a much
clearer understanding as to how, why, where and when the copyright industries
cross in to corruption and malfeasance.

The legal basis above might read hard, harsh and/or heavy against Gallo Africa and
its proxies as well those who abetted and aided their respective sustainability and
maintainability. The researcher contends that with consciousness, that of Steve
Biko if one listens one might hear the anguish and cries of pain over many decades
of prejudice and suffering that have beset the South African creative industries,
whose cause lies fairly and squarely at the feet of Gallo Africa, its proxies and its
most recent successors.
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Last word
Black Box 4 would be incomplete were it not to close with a comment on the spate
of deregistrations of a number of connected (to Gallo Africa) companies Black Box
4 has addressed, as well as their successors starting with three key entities
1. Gallo Record Company
2. Gallo Music Publishers

De-registered in Aug 2018 restored March 2202

3. Gallo Africa

in its changed name At Velocity Logistics (PTY)
Ltd

Other connected companies deregistered by Gallo Africa’s successor in title At
Velocity Logistics (PTY) Ltd include:

1. Tiso Blackstar Group (PTY) Ltd

Reg# 2011/136883/07

2. Tiso Blackstar Group SE (PTY) Ltd Reg# 2011/008274/10

The researcher contends that all five deregistrations were connected and that such
had everything to do with separating copyright assets from the associated long term
obligations (current and future liabilities some would opine) of accounting and
reporting to authors, artists, licensors and publishers they administer, with the
specific intention seeking the fruits alone, never having to pay a royalty again. This
contention is likely to be met by non-coherence from certain quarters, however it is
equally true that such contention may be met with the sound of silence.

8.

Conclusion
Black Box 4 has sought to scrutinise a part of South Africa’s cultural history being
the chains of title and the royalty supply chains associated with the historical
catalogue of Gallo Africa and its publishing proxies. From 1926 until at least the
early nineties, on its own recognizance, Gallo Africa and its publishing proxies
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sought and implemented a full buyout of rights from artists and composers,
providing it with a recurring cashflow on a global basis.
In order to fully exploit its copyright assets globally, never mind how close to the
wind it sailed, Gallo Africa set up a global network that included a fleet publishing
proxies that all took memberships at SAMRO and five other collecting societies
outside South Africa before being habitually deregistered without any impact on
their respective collection society, a contractual and royalty collection point in
Holland with undisclosed offshore bank accounts complete with a raft of subpublishers agreements to assist.
I was not about just avoiding sanctions, it was more visceral one might argue, the
pursuit of profits….the love of money at any expense…the abscondment of mortals
and ethics it can be opined.
The arrival of 1994 and the end of apartheid put a spanner in Gallo Africa’s works
and a new line item cost, to pay artists and authors going forward, but not for long.
The network simply continued essentially nothing changed and the reaping of
undisclosed royalty income, at prohibitively great expense to the South African
creative community and to the South African state, during the 27 years since, a
great tragedy, remining unremedied.
The intentions of Black Box 4 include addressing the abuse of copyright and
copyright law by the copyright industries in South Africa not just on a historical basis
but on a current and future basis, to pull the blinkers off the copyright industries and
initiate transparency and disclosure from the incumbents and critically to propagate
action towards seeing an end to the black box practices described herein.
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Annexure “A” - Ten Agreements analysed

1.

Gallo Music Publishers (“Licensor”) and Windswept Pacific (Agent)
Dated: 13th December 1999
Amendment Dates: 20th December 2004
30th June 2007
Amendment between:

Gallo Music Publishers (A Division of Johnnic
Entertainment Ltd - Owner) and Windswept
Pacific (Publisher)

Reference to earlier agreements: 1 July 1993 between Blue Chip Music BV and
Windswept Holdings LLC
Catalogue:

Gallo Mood Music Library
All musical compositions owned or acquired by the Licensor

Territory:

UK & Ireland

Accounted to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Payments to:

Blue Chip Music BV

Account No: not noted

Notices to:

Blue Chip Music BV

c/o Integro, Herengracht 551
1017 BW Amsterdam

Governing Law:

South Africa
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Gallo Music Publishers (A Division of Gallo (Africa) Ltd) (“Licensor”) and
2P’sW Music (Publisher)
Dated:

31st December 1999

Amendment between:

Gallo Music Publishers (A Division of Gallo (Africa)
Limited - Licensor) and 2P’sW Music (Publisher)

Reference to earlier agreements: 1 Oct 1996 between Gallo Music Publishers and
2P’sW Music
Territory:

The Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg

Accounted to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Payments to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Notices to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Governing Law:

South Africa

Account No: not noted

Black Box clauses: “Definitions
“Black Box Royalties” All income received by the Publisher from
any Collection Society or any other source of whatsoever nature
representing a distribution of income received by such source in
respect of exploitation of musical works which cannot for
whatever reason be attributed to the exploitation of any
specifically identified work (including but without limiting the
generality of the aforegoing,) sums received by reason of any
levy, impost or charge or charge made in respect of the
manufacture or sale of recording machines, recording tape or
other medium.

Royalty Payments
80% (eighty percent) of all monies received by the Publisher as
“Black Box” royalties or income during each accounting period
according to the following formula:
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GR

=

C/PC x

BBR x 80%

Where:C

=

Total income received during the accounting
period by the PUBLISHER from all other sources
in respect of the exploitation of the Compositions
and;

PC

=

Total Income received by the Publisher during the
same period from all other sources in respect of
the exploitation of the Publisher’s catalogue in the
Licensed Territory

BBR =

Black Box royalties as defined in Clause 1

GR

Royalties payable to the Licensor”

=
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Gallo Africa Ltd (trading as Gallo Music Publishers)

(“Gallo”) (representing by Shisa International) and Edition Intro Gebr. Meisel
GMBH (Publisher)
Dated:

1st January 1990

Amendment between:

N/A

Reference to earlier agreements: N/A
Territory:

Germany, Austria and Switzerland

Accounted to:

Blue Chip Music BV

Payments to:

Blue Chip Music BV

Account No: 540348120 ABN
AMRO Bank NV P/A Herengracht
436 1017 NZ Amsterdam
Netherlands

Notices to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Governing Law:

South Africa

Black Box clauses: “Definitions
“Black Box Royalties” All income received by the Publisher from
any Collection Society or any other source of whatsoever nature
representing a distribution of income received by such source in
respect of exploitation of musical works which cannot for
whatever reason be attributed to the exploitation of any
specifically identified work (including but without limiting the
generality of the aforegoing,) sums received by reason of any
levy, impost or charge or charge made in respect of the
manufacture or sale of recording machines, recording tape or
other medium.

Royalty Payments
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80% (eighty percent) of all monies received by the Publisher as
“Black Box” royalties or income during each accounting period
according to the following formula:
GR

=

C/PC x

BBR x 80%

Where:C

=

Total income received during the accounting
period by the PUBLISHER from all other sources
in respect of the exploitation of the Compositions
and;

PC

=

Total Income received by the Publisher during the
same period from all other sources in respect of
the exploitation of the Publisher’s catalogue in the
Licensed Territory

(B)

BBR =

Black Box royalties as defined in Clause 1

GR

Royalties payable to the Licensor”

=

Blue Chip Music Co B.V (A Division of Gallo (Africa) Limited c/o Gallo

Music Publishers (“Owner”) and Edition Intro Gebr. Meisel GMBH (Publisher)
Dated:

1st January 1994

Amendment Dates: 23rd December 1996
24th March 1999
13th January 2000
1st January 2003
Amendment between:

Blue Chip Music Co B.V (A Division of Gallo
(Africa) Limited) c/o Gallo Music Publishers and
Edition Intro Gebr. Meisel GMBH (Owner)
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Reference to earlier agreements: 1 July 1996 between Blue Chip Music BV and
Edition Intro Gebr. Meisel GMBH
Catalogue:

All musical compositions owned or acquired by the Licensor

Territory:

Federal Republic of Germany

Accounted to:

Blue Chip Music BV

Payments to:

Blue Chip Music Company BV

Notices to:

Blue Chip Music BV c/o Integro, Herengracht 551 1017 BW
Amsterdam

Governing Law:

South Africa
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Blue Chip Music BV (“Licensor”) and Clipper’s Ediciones Musicales S.L
(Publisher)
Dated:

1 January 1997

Amendment between:

Gallo Music Publishers (A Division of Gallo
(Africa) Limited - Licensor) and 2P’sW Music
(Publisher)

Reference to earlier agreements: 31 October 1996 between Gallo Music Publishers
and 2P’sW Music
Catalogue:

All musical compositions owned or acquired by the Licensor

Territory:

Spain, Portugal

Accounted to:

Blue Chip Music BV

Payments to:

Blue Chip Music BV

Account No: 43.16.62.487 (US
Dollar Account) ABN Bank NV Main
Branch Rembrandtplein 47 1017 CT
Amsterdam The Netherlands

Notices to:

Blue Chip Music BV

Governing Law:

South Africa

Black Box Clauses: “Definitions
“Black Box Royalties” All income received by the Publisher from
any Collection Society or any other source of whatsoever nature
representing a distribution of income received by such source in
respect of exploitation of musical works which cannot for
whatever reason be attributed to the exploitation of any
specifically identified work (including but without limiting the
generality of the aforegoing,) sums received by reason of any
levy, impost or charge or charge made in respect of the
manufacture or sale of recording machines, recording tape or
other medium.
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Royalty Payments
80% (eighty percent) of all monies received by the Publisher as
“Black Box” royalties or income during each accounting period
according to the following formula:
GR

=

C/PC x

BBR x 80%

Where:C

=

Total income received during the accounting
period by the PUBLISHER from all other sources
in respect of the exploitation of the Compositions
and;

PC

=

Total Income received by the Publisher during the
same period from all other sources in respect of
the exploitation of the Publisher’s catalogue in the
Licensed Territory

BBR =

Black Box royalties as defined in Clause 1

GR

Royalties payable to the Licensor”

=
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Gallo Music Publishers (a division of Johnnic Entertainment Limited)
(“Owner”) and Windswept Holdings LLC (Publisher)
Dated: 30th June 2007
Amendment Dates: 31 Dec 2000
1st April 1990
Amendment between:

Gallo Music Publishers (A Division of Johnnic
Entertainment Ltd - Owner) and Windswept
Holdings LLC (Publisher)

Reference to earlier agreements: 1 July 1993 between Blue Chip Music BV and
Windswept Pacific Entertainment Co
Catalogue:

All musical compositions owned or acquired by the Licensor

Territory:

USA, Canada and their territories and possessions

Original agreements
Accounted to:

Blue Chip Music BV

Payments to:

Blue Chip Music Company BV

Account No: 43.16.62.487

(US dollar account) ABN Bank NV
Main Branch Rembrandtplein 47
1017 CT Amsterdam The
Netherlands
Notices to:

Blue Chip Music BV

c/o Integro, Herengracht 551 1017
BW Amsterdam

Governing Law:

South Africa

Special Accounting Clause 11 ref Cover Recordings
“With respect to any Cover Recording secured by the
Publisher, within the Territory, Owner shall pay Publisher (10%)
of all income earned during the Term and Cover Retention
Period, received from countries outside the Territory, under the
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same terms and conditions provided for in paragraph 7 above,
to be wire transferred in United States Dollars to the following
bank account:
Zeil Muziekuitgeverij LP.,
c/o ING Bank Rotterdam-Blaak,
Blaak 40 3011 T.A .,
Rotterdam,
The Netherlands,
U.S. Dollar Account: 02.17.69.834,
with Owner’s bank specifying the country of origin. Upon
transferring such funds, Publisher shall fax to Owner, to the
attention of the Director of Royalties, the United States Dollar
amount transferred and the date of such transfer.”
Black Box Clause: 4 (h)
“To the extent that the authorization from Owner is necessary
or desirable, Owner hereby grants to the Publisher the right
and authority within the territory to collect all gross income
generated by the Compositions from performing rights
societies, mechanical rights licensing and/or collection
agencies or any other persons, forms or corporations and”

“If Publisher is prevented from transmitting finds otherwise
payable to the Owner hereunder as a result of governmental
restrictions on transfer of currency, Publisher shall, at Owners
request, deposit such funds in the Owner’s name I a depository
selected by the Publisher, at Owner’s expense and such
deposit shall be deemed payment of such funds by Publisher to
Owner hereunder”
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Gallo (Africa) Limited trading as Gallo Music Publishers (Owner and Affiliate
(Owner) and Warner/Chappell Music Publishing Limited (the Publisher)
Dated: 21st January 2005
Amendment Dates: n/a
Amendment between:

n/a

Reference to earlier agreements: none
Catalogue:

All musical compositions owned or acquired by the Licensor

Territory:

United Kingdom and Eire

Accounted to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Payments to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Notices to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Governing Law:

South Africa

Account No: not noted

Black Box Clause: “In the event that during the Rights Period the Owner’s share of
income shall have totalled £500,000 (five hundred thousand
pounds) in respect of any calendar year then the Owner shall
be entitled by written notice to the Publisher to request that in
respect of each such calendar year, in the event that the
Publisher or its sub-publishing licensees receive any monies in
respect of payments and distributions by any mechanical rights
society which makes such payments and distributions by way
of specific rebates of society commissions previously deducted
in accordance with the terms hereof (including, but without
limitation, the so-called Restausschutung payments by GEMA
in Germany and by way of newly introduced types of
distribution (including without limitation, distributions of levies
on blank audio tapes and on audio recordings/playback
equipment)) in respect of such calendar year, then the
Publisher shall account to the Owner in accordance with the
provisions of this agreement for sums equivalent to:© Graeme Douglas Gilfillan 2022 All Rights Reserved
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(i)

that fraction of 85% (eighty five percent) of the total of
such receipts aforesaid from each such society
distribution the numerator of which fraction shall be the
mechanical royalty distribution for the relevant
accounting period in which the payment was received
from the society concerned to the Publisher or its
relevant sub-publishing licensee which is clearly and
identifiably attributable by title to the exploitation of the
Compositions (other than Cover Recordings and the
denominator of which is the total mechanical royalty
distribution for the relevant accounting period from which
the society concerned to the Publisher or its relevant
licensee which is clearly and identifiably attributable by
title to the exploitation of all musical compositions
(including the Compositions) controlled by the Publisher
or its relevant sub-publishing licensee as the case may
be.”
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Gallo Music Publishers (A Division of Gallo Africa Ltd) (“Licensor”) and
Hebbes Music Group (Publisher)
Dated:

1st January 2001

Amendment between:

N/A

Reference to earlier agreements: N/A
Territory:

Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, Papua New Guinea

Accounted to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Payments to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Notices to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Governing Law:

South Africa

Account No: not noted

Black Box clauses: “Definitions
“Black Box Royalties” All income received by the Publisher from
any Collection Society or any other source of whatsoever nature
representing a distribution of income received by such source in
respect of exploitation of musical works which cannot for
whatever reason be attributed to the exploitation of any
specifically identified work (including but without limiting the
generality of the aforegoing,) sums received by reason of any
levy, impost or charge or charge made in respect of the
manufacture or sale of recording machines, recording tape or
other medium.

Royalty Payments
85% (eighty five percent) of all monies received by the
Publisher as “Black Box” royalties or income during each
accounting period according to the following formula:
GR

=
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Where:C

=

Total income received during the accounting
period by the PUBLISHER from all other sources
in respect of the exploitation of the Compositions
and;

PC

=

Total Income received by the Publisher during the
same period from all other sources in respect of
the exploitation of the Publisher’s catalogue in the
licensed Territory

BBR =

Black Box royalties as defined in clause 1

GR

Royalties payable to the Owner”

=

“If monies owing by the PUBLISHER to the LICENSOR cannot
be paid to the LICENSOR as a result of any foreign exchange
action or Government action or action by any other competent
authority then the PUBLISHER shall deposit the monies owing
by it to the LICENSOR to the LICENSOR’s credit in a deposit
account with a bank, building society or similar institution,
selected by the LICENSOR and shall notify the LICENSOR
promptly thereof.”
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Gallo Music Publishers (“The Owner”) and Warner Chappell Music France
(The Publisher)
Dated:

1st January 2009

Amendment between:

Gallo (Africa) Limited T/A Gallo Music Publishers
and Warner/Chappell Music France

Reference to earlier agreements: 16th November 2005
Territory:

France, Sacem Territories including Radio Europe 1, Monte Carlo,
Luxembourg French speaking radio, television, cable program (but
excluding the territory of Luxembourg)

Accounted to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Payments to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Notices to:

Gallo Music Publishers

Governing Law:

South Africa

Account No: not noted

Black Box clauses: “Definitions
“The term “Black Box Royalties” shall mean all income received
by the Publisher from any Collection Society or any other
source of whatsoever nature representing a distribution of
income received by such source in respect of exploitation of
musical works which cannot for whatever reason be attributed
to the exploitation of any specifically identified work (including
but without limiting the generality of the aforegoing,) sums
received by reason of any levy, impost or charge or charge
made in respect of the manufacture or sale of recording
machines, recording tape or other medium.

Royalty Payments
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85% (eighty five percent) of all monies received by the
Publisher as “Black Box” royalties or income during each
accounting period according to the following formula:
GR

=

C/PC x

BBR x 85%

Where:C

=

Total income received during the accounting
period by the PUBLISHER from all other sources
in respect of the exploitation of the Compositions
and;

PC

=

Total Income received by the Publisher during the
same period from all other sources in respect of
the exploitation of the Publisher’s catalogue in the
Licensed Territory

BBR =

Black Box royalties as defined in Clause 1

GR

Royalties payable to the Licensor”

=

“If monies owing by the PUBLISHER to the LICENSOR cannot
be paid to the LICENSOR as a result of any foreign exchange
action or Government action or action by any other competent
authority then the PUBLISHER shall deposit the monies owing
by it to the LICENSOR to the LICENSOR’s credit in a deposit
account with a bank, building society or similar institution,
selected by the LICENSOR and shall notify the LICENSOR
promptly thereof.”
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Blue Chip Music BV (“Licensor”) and Life Edizioni Musicali SRL (A Division of
G. Ricordi and C. SPA) Café Concerto SRL Edizioni Musicali
Dated:

January 1st 1994
January 1st 1997

Amendment Dates:

January 1st 2000
Amendment between:

Blue Chip Music BV and MCA CARAVELLE
MUSIC FRANCE, DATED 01 JANUARY 19967
CAFÉ CONCERTO S.R.L. EDIZIONI MUSICALI

Reference to earlier agreements: None
Territory:

Italy, Spain, Portugal

Accounted to:

Blue Chip Music B.V. c/o Integro, Herengracht 551 1017 BW
Amsterdam The Netherlands Blue Chip Music B.V. c/o Gallo
Music Publishers P.O. Box 2897 Parklands 2121 South Africa

Payments to:

Blue Chip Music Company B.V. ABN AMRO BANK NV Main
Branch Rembrandtplein 47 1017 CT Amsterdam The
Netherlands

Account No:

43.16.68.213 (Italian Lira Account)

Notices to:

Blue Chip Music BV c/o Integro, Herengracht 551 1017 BW
Amsterdam The Netherlands

Governing Law:

South Africa

Black Box clauses: “Definitions
“Black Box Royalties” All income received by the Publisher from
any Collection Society or any other source of whatsoever nature
representing a distribution of income received by such source in
respect of exploitation of musical works which cannot for
whatever reason be attributed to the exploitation of any
specifically identified work (including but without limiting the
generality of the aforegoing,) sums received by reason of any
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levy, impost or charge or charge made in respect of the
manufacture or sale of recording machines, recording tape or
other medium.

Royalty Payments
80% (eighty percent) of all monies received by the Publisher as
“Black Box” royalties or income during each accounting period
according to the following formula:
GR

=

C/PC x

BBR x 80%

Where:C

=

Total income received during the accounting
period by the PUBLISHER from all other sources
in respect of the exploitation of the Compositions
and;

PC

=

Total Income received by the Publisher during the
same period from all other sources in respect of
the exploitation of the Publisher’s catalogue in the
Licensed Territory

BBR =

Black Box royalties as defined in Clause 1

GR

Royalties payable to the Licensor”

=
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Blue Chip Music B.V. (“Licensor”) and Fujipacific Music Inc.
Dated:

1st October 1996

Amendment Dates:

n/a

Amendment between:

n/a

Reference to earlier agreements: none
Catalogue:

All musical compositions owned or acquired by the Licensor

Territory:

Japan

Accounted to:

Blue Chip Music B.V.

Payments to:

Blue Chip Music B.V. ABN Bank NV Main Branch
Rembrandtplein 47 1017 CT Amsterdam The Netherlands

Account No:

43.16.68.922 Yen Acc.

Notices to:

Blue Chip Music BV

c/o Integro, Herengracht 551 1017
BW Amsterdam

Governing Law:

South Africa

Black Box Clauses: “Definitions
“Black Box Royalties” All income received by the Publisher from
any Collection Society or any other source of whatsoever nature
representing a distribution of income received by such source in
respect of exploitation of musical works which cannot for
whatever reason be attributed to the exploitation of any
specifically identified work (including but without limiting the
generality of the aforegoing,) sums received by reason of any
levy, impost or charge or charge made in respect of the
manufacture or sale of recording machines, recording tape or
other medium.
Royalty Payments
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80% (eighty percent) of all monies received by the Publisher as
“Black Box” royalties or income during each accounting period
according to the following formula:
GR

=

C/PC x

BBR x 80%

Where:C

=

Total income received during the accounting
period by the PUBLISHER from all other sources
in respect of the exploitation of the Compositions
and;

PC

=

Total Income received by the Publisher during the
same period from all other sources in respect of
the exploitation of the Publisher’s catalogue in the
Licensed Territory

BBR =

Black Box royalties as defined in Clause 1

GR

Royalties payable to the Licensor”

=
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Annexure “C” Gallo Africa, its publishing proxies and
CISAC collection society memberships
SGAE Membership Spain:
1. Gallo Music Library
Espayola
2. Gallo Mood Music –
(NS)

MCPS Membership – (UK)
1. Gallo Africa group

BMI Membership: - USA
1. Gallo Music
2. Laetrec Inc

SACEM Membership France
1. Gallo Music
Publishers
2. Gallo Africa
SAMRO (SA) & MCPS (UK)
Membership:
1. AMP
2. Mavuthela-Music CO
3. Black Music Publishers
4. BMP
5. FGB Music
6. MMC
7. MMC-Mavuthela Music
Co
8. Gallo GRC Publishing Ltd
9. GRPC Music Company
10. April Music Publishing
Company
11. Gold Music Co (ZA)
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SAMRO (SA) and MCPS (UK)
Membership - Holland:
1. Blue Chip BV (c/o Integro)
2. ABN Amro Bank

SUISA Membership Switzerland:
1. Intro Gallo

SAMRO (SA) & MCPS (UK)
Membership:
1. Gallo Africa
2. Carstens-de-Waal
Music
3. Gallo Music
International
4. Gallo Music
Publishers
5. MPA Music Publ Co
(Africa)
6. Music publishing
Company of Africa
7. Shisa International
8. Laetrec Music Ltd

Annexure “D” Gallo Africa and its proxies – 3rd party
sub-publisher network – by contract
Spain:
1. Clipper
2. SGAE Membership

United Kingdom & Eire:
1. Warner Chappell

Holland, Belgium &
Luxembourg:
1. 2PsW Music

Nordic Countries
1. Mars (formerly
Gazzell)

Germany, Austria &
Switzerland:
1. Editions Meilsel

Japan:
1. Editions Meilsel

Italy:
1. Café Concerto

USA & Canada:
1. Windswept

France:
1. Warner Chappell France

Brazil:
1. Fermata do Brazil
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South Africa:
1. Gallo Africa and its
publishing proxies

Australia, New Zealand &
Fiji:
1. Hebbes

Annexure “E” Blue Chip Music BV collections on Gallo Africa and
its proxies repertoire – not accounted or reported in South Africa
UK

USA

France

Switzerland

Italy

GMP Royalty Collection point:
1. Blue Chip BV
2. ABN Amro Bank Accounts

No evidence in any royalty statements from Gallo Music Publishers of royalty
income Blue Chip Music BV

Spain
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